
Pollinators are vital for food, economy and environmental health.
The decline of pollinators could decrease the number of nutrient-rich foods available. A reduction in intake 

of nutrient-rich foods is a risk factor for disease.

The importance of pollinators for human nutrition and health
Hannah Rice (Senior Researcher)

Decreases in animal pollinators could result in significant global health burdens from micronutrient deficiencies and 
chronic diseases.

The pollinator 
dependence of 

global 
agriculture 

increased by
70% from 1961 

to 2016.

Aizen, et al. (2019) 
using data from the 

Food and Agriculture 
Organisation

Corporate statistical 
database4

Burden of disease caused by pollinator 
removal

Effects of decreases of animal pollinators on human nutrition and global health: a 
modelling analysis 5

Our thoughts:
• This model does not consider socioeconomic status, or those who are already nutrient deficient. It also 

assumes that calorie intake remains constant, so no drops in overall food production are considered. Therefore, 
these results are likely underestimating the impact the loss of pollinators would have on human health.

• Regions that are especially at risk for health outcomes associated with a loss of pollinators such as central and 
eastern Europe, south and southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa, also lack data about status and trends for 
local pollinators.
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Pollinator communities 
are changing and 

declining, being driven 
by changes in land 

management, use of 
GM crops, pollution, 

disease, exotic species 
and climate change 1.  

And…

➢ A database of supplies of 224 types of food in 
156 countries was assembled (including food 
supplies per person for 177 countries from 
2009 Food and Agriculture Organization).

➢ All calories lost from pollinator declines were 
replaced by consuming increased quantities 
of staple foods.

➢ Dietary and health effects for both 50% and 
75% loss of pollinators were modelled as 
sensitivity analyses.

Objective
❖ To provide quantitative estimates of the 

contribution of pollination to overall human 
health.

Methods

Results

✓ Under full pollinator service loss, average 
global fruit supplies could decline by 22·9%, 
vegetables by 16·3%, and nuts and seeds by 
22·1%.

✓ A 100% loss of pollination services would lead 
to 1.42 million additional annual deaths from 
non-communicable and malnutrition-related 
diseases, as shown in the bar plot.

How much of global food production depends 
on pollinators?2,3

75%

35%

75% of crops depend on pollinators, whereas 
35% of crop-production does
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